
The oil and gas industry is in flux. Emerging digital 
technologies and shifting demographics are changing 
business models, evoking new needs on the market and 

paving the way for innovative solutions. Virtual reality (VR) is 
one such solution, offering great potential to increase safety as 
well as efficiency. Linde Engineering is exploring VR applications 
– some already in use – in order to save costs and, more 
importantly, potentially save lives.

Demographic trends in Western countries are affecting the 
oil and gas industry more strongly than other branches. When a 
society ages, its workers age, that much is clear. But in the case 
of the oil and gas industry, this trend is even more dramatic. 
Recent figures point to a substantial workforce turnover, with 
approximately 50% of the experienced employees retiring 
within the next five to seven years. Analysts expect shortages in 
the workforce, not only in skills, but also in numbers. Trends 
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indicate that for every two retiring employees, only one will 
be replaced. So, as if it were not enough to see an 
experienced generation retire in the near future, the industry 
will have to cover this knowledge loss with a smaller number 
of workers. 

In a working environment as complex as industrial plants, 
loss of experience could represent a significant safety risk. As a 
study carried out at Salford University in 2017 revealed, on 
average, 70% of all accidents are caused by human error. 
Clearly, something has to be done to keep the wheels turning 
in the oil and gas industry. Otherwise, the industry will face 
rising numbers of failures and accidents in the coming years.

Revolutionise training with VR
Undoubtedly, oil and gas companies will all face this huge 
challenge. Faced with this scenario, Linde Engineering has 
chosen a pragmatic approach to deal with such changes. The 
company’s focus is on tackling the problems caused through 
lack of experience by improving training possibilities. It is clear 
that existing training capacities in operating plants are limited. 
Practicing critical scenarios on the job in real plants is not 
only difficult to execute on demand, but potentially dangerous 
too. In contrast, trying to convey critical content in traditional 
classroom training is neither comprehensive enough, nor 
efficient. This is where VR comes in.

Taking a look beyond our own industry, we find professions 
dealing with similar challenges. Airlines, for example, have been 
training their pilots on flight simulators for decades. The same 
applies for racing teams and other branches. Now, the amazing 

possibilities of VR raise simulator-based training to a level that 
comes breathtakingly close to real life. With VR, we are able to 
digitally transform the way in which we conduct our training. 
Instead of being overwhelmed by technical terms in a 
classroom, trainees can effectively learn in an immersive and 
realistic plant environment.

Proven training methodology
There are different kind of learners. Some people prefer to 
read information; others absorb it faster while listening; and a 
third group tends to learn by watching videos. But no learning 
method beats a realistic, interactive experience. And VR comes 
really close to this. Studies have shown that VR training is 15 
times as effective as traditional classroom training. No wonder 
that major players in the gas process industry are applying VR 
technology for the following:

 z High-risk scenario training.

 z Emergency response training.

 z Operation procedure training.

 z Staff recruiting and qualification.

 z Maintenance training.

 z Training prior to plant initialisation and start-up. 

Linde Virtual Academy concept
Linde’s customer service LINDE PLANTSERV® has launched 
a training programme called the Linde Virtual Academy. With 
this programme, the company aims to achieve operational 
excellence and also to increase plant safety. The academy is 
a steadily growing library of VR training modules focusing on 
critical field operation procedures and safety procedures. Based 
on the experience gathered in over 4000 plants built and over 
1000 plants being operated by Linde, the academy catalogue 
contains the company’s best practices in field operation and 
emergency response and allows clients simply to choose the 
training they need.

In most of Linde’s VR training, a standard state-of-the-art 
plant environment is simulated that corresponds to 90 – 95% 
of the plant sections that operators will find at their real-life 
locations. Once participants learn how to operate the simulated 
standard plant, they will likely be able to succeed at working in 
most real plants at a basic level. This high percentage can be 
compared to passing your driving test in one kind of car, as it 
enables you to drive nearly any car model.

Raising confidence and 
performance
Practice makes perfect. This traditional wisdom certainly 
applies to plant operation. Repeatedly training in standardised 
and proven procedures raises confidence and reduces human 
errors – the major cause of accidents. With the possibility of 
training everywhere, even located far away from a real plant 
environment, VR schooling is highly scalable and can be 
conducted with numerous employees at the same time. The 
only limitation is the number of VR equipment sets available.

Emergency scenarios occur rarely, so fortunately, only a 
small number of workers have experienced undesired and 
harmful situations. Training them in a safe environment is 
essential, so they can cope with dangerous situations correctly. 
In addition, VR training contains the possibility to test and 
evaluate training performance. This allows workers to practise 

Figure 2. Through operation training with VR, field 
operators learn how to react in emergency situations, such 
as plant fires. Training in a real environment would be 
dangerous, difficult to realise and expensive.

Figure 1. No matter where you are, the Linde Virtual 
Academy programme takes you directly to your desired 
training-plant environment. Thanks to virtual reality (VR), 
safe remote training of field operators is now possible for 
various critical operation and emergency scenarios.
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critical scenarios selectively and thus improve their overall 
operation performance.

Specific VR applications for LNG 
industry
Similar to the concept of the Linde Virtual Academy, numerous 
training scenarios have already been defined specifically for 
LNG and natural gas liquids (NGL) industry applications. These 
include the filling of submerged pumps, the draining of vessels 
to the flare system and the unclogging of filters, to name a few 
examples of critical field interactions.

One example helps to illustrate the concept. The filling of a 
submerged pump requires step-wise cool-down with 
intermediary temperature and level checks, along with 
alignment with the control room. This always involves manual 
field operation and, if it is done incorrectly (for example too 
fast), damaging the pump is likely, resulting in high repair costs 
and, even more critically, a delivery time of several months for 
replacing the pump. This is something that can be easily 
avoided by familiarising field operators with the critical 
situation and having them train for the procedure over and over 
again.

Important routine scenarios 
Change-over of safety valves is a typical maintenance 
procedure that is regularly performed. It requires the 
unblocking of one and blocking-in of another safety valve. In 
general, this is a simple task. But false blocking-in of valves 
immediately results in high safety risk. 

Another common routine scenario is the unclogging of 
filters. The maintenance of filter cartridges may require 

decommissioning of certain plant sections. Efficient execution 
is essential. Otherwise, maintenance can take much longer, 
impacting subsequent activities or even causing equipment 
malfunction.

Astonishingly close to real life
A well-made video game captivates players and makes 
them feel that they have become part of the game. The 
same applies for VR training. VR makes various scenarios 
feel real, which is documented by the increased heartrate 
of participants. Virtually exposed to an emergency scenario, 
participants in the training situation react in a similar way as 
they would in real life. Linde observed this behaviour in the 
following training scenario: an operator notices a fire while 
on a routine field check. In that VR training, the proper steps 
are taught, for example: initiating the fire alarm, informing 
the control room, and, if applicable, starting a water flow to 
extinguish the fire. Finally, leaving the area for a safe location 
is part of the scenario as well. This ensures proper reaction in 
critical situations, making it easier for workers to avoid unsafe 
situations.

Conclusion
Gas processing plants are a complex and potentially dangerous 
working environment. VR enhances the training of workers 
and enables them to practise both standardised and critical 
scenarios in a safe environment. By using this technology, 
plant operating companies can increase safety and operational 
excellence, and also stack the deck before the expected 
personnel turnover of approximately half of the workforce who 
are expected to retire within the next five to seven years. 


